
RELAXERrelaxer



Gliding/
Rocking
function

Effortless 
reclining

Many of IMGs relaxers come in two sizes. 
Varying the dimension of the chairs in depth, 
width and back height offering customized 
comfort for all shapes and sizes.

TWO SIZES

All IMG relaxers are equipped with our 
exclusive head-/neck adjustment system 
that allows your head and neck to rest 
in an infinite number of comfort positions.

ADJUSTABLE HEADREST

Glider locker 
If you prefer not to glide this feature can 
be easily turned off via a lever positioned 
at the rear of the chair

Some of our chairs also feature a 
height adjustable headrest. This 
enables the chair to be customized 
for all shapes and sizes.

HEIGHT ADJUSTING 
HEADREST

COLD CURE MOLDED FOAM ENSURES 
COMFORT, BODY CORRECT SUPPORT 
AS WELL AS DURABILITY.
Computer controlled injection molded cold-cure 
foam ensures ergonomically correct seating and 
comfort throughout all areas of the chair

The interior steel frame with sinuous springs 
encased in cold-cure molded foam ensures 
correct back and lumbar support.

Built with solid hard wood and a steel frame. 
Molded foam ensures superior quality and 
durability.

Integrated footrest. The footrest 
can easily be unfolded by pushing 
the handle placed inside of the 
arm towards the back. To fold 
it in you should use your feet to 
press the footrest down towards 
the chair and move your body 
weight forward while sitting.

Strong, stable and solid MDF base.

The advanced mechanism offers both 
gliding function and 360O swivel. This 
mechanism is sourced from the largest 
supplier of integrated footrests in the 
world.

Effortless deep recline

Adjustable head
and neck support
gives you the 
ultimate comfort in 
all seating positions.

Chaise 
Many of our relaxers are available with a 
chaise option for enhanced leg support

You may choose from a variety of 
leathers and heavy duty fabrics to 
create your own custom relaxer! 
Particular colors are available for 
quick delivery.

Check our web page or visit one of our retailers to experience our range .

BUILT FOR COMFORT, ERGONOMICS  
AND QUALITY

360° Swivel

Adjustable
head and

neck support

Integrated
footstool

Our specialized integrated team of 
Norwegian designers and engineers 
have created a product that is 
produced entirely within our own 
production facilities, this includes 
foam, steel and wood components. 
Our resources in Europe have allowed 
us to augment this incredible effort 
with the very best mechanisms in 
the market today. Our vision has 
become a reality: Value, engineering 
excellence, strong contemporary 
aesthetics and complete comfort.

THE WORLDS BEST HIGH 
QUALITY RECLINER WITH 

MOLDED FOAM

The only chair with cold cure molded 
foam that gives you glider, reclining, swivel 
functions, as well as an adjustable headrest 
support and integrated footrest.  

The IMG Relaxer chair is made with Cold-Cure 
Molded Foam Cushioning. This unique 
space-age technology ensures comfort, 
body correct support as well as durability.



office@imgcomfort.com 
www.imgcomfort.com

International Mobel Group (IMG) is a Norwegian based company committed to body correct comfort 
supported by quality design and unsurpassed value. We make great furniture for people that appreciate, 
quality, style and above all comfort. 

IMG NORWAY’s headquarters is located in the Sunnmøre area of Norway – famous for its steep mountains 
and deep fjords as well as the production and development center for Scandinavian comfort recliners.

IMG NORWAY acknowledges the need to protect our environment, both locally and globally. As a result, 
we strive to continually improve our manufacturing practices to help create a healthier world for our team 
members, loyal customers, and for future generations.

The selection and use, of high quality sustainable materials, continues to be a core value we take seriously.
Not only do we build environmentally conscientious models, we ensure that they will stand the test of time, 
and deliver superior comfort and support throughout many years of sustained use.

At IMG we strive to ensure all products used are friendly to both the environment and our valued consumers.


